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Abstract
In this article we extend previous semiclassical studies by including
more general perturbative potentials of the harmonic oscillator in arbi-
trary spatial dimensions. Our starting point is a radial harmonic poten-
tial with an arbitrary even monomial perturbation, which we use to study
the resulting U(D) to O(D) symmetry breaking. We derive the gross
structure of the semiclassical spectrum from periodic orbit theory, in the
form of a perturbative (~ → 0) trace formula. We then show how to
apply the results to even order polynomial potentials, possibly including
mean-field terms. We have drawn the conclusion that the gross structure
of the quantum spectrum is determined from only classical circular- and
diameter-orbits for this class of systems.
Keywords: perturbative trace formula, semiclassical density of states, radially
perturbed harmonic oscillators.
1 Introduction
In 1913 Niels Bohr published his seminal work on the Hydrogen atom [1] where
he depicted the electron orbiting the proton as planets orbits the sun. Bohr’s
pictorial model is used in logotypes of research institutions and companies world
wide, and is still the most popular way to draw an atom. With the vocabulary
of today, Bohr obtained the quantum mechanical energy levels of the Coulomb
potential. But 100 years ago, there was hardly any established quantum theory.
Bohr’s way of combining well known classical mechanical laws with an innova-
tive quantization of the electron radius (or equivalently, its angular momenta),
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together with the correspondence principle, had a tremendous influence on the
development taking place in the following two decades. Bohr only included cir-
cular orbits, although the corresponding classical system have elliptic solutions
[2]. It must be considered of great historical importance for the development
of quantum mechanics that Bohr obtained the correct quantum spectrum from
his simple model. At first sight, the development of the Heisenberg-Schrödinger
quantum theory seemed to be unrelated to Bohr’s semiclassical treatment. How-
ever, work by Einstein [3], Brillouin [4] and Keller [5] (EBK), Van Vleck [6], and
Feynman [7], have pointed onto relations between the action for the classical or-
bits of a particle and the corresponding quantum spectrum. The interest in re-
lations between classical systems and their quantum counterpart boosted again
in the 60s and 70s, due to new powerful computers, with the study of quantum
chaos [8, 9, 10]. Finally a so called periodic orbit theory (POT) was intro-
duced for chaotic systems by Gutzwiller [11], and for different regular systems
by Balian and Bloch [12], and Berry, Mount and Tabor [13, 14], and others.
Now the studies of the periodic classical orbits were related to quantum me-
chanical observables through so called trace formulae (TF), which had already
been studied in the 50s by Selberg [15]. A trace formula expresses the spectrum
of a differential operator, as for example in the time independent Schrödinger
equation, represented by a train of delta functions, with a sum over the classical
periodic orbits. Several principally important quantum systems: the harmonic
oscillator; the cavity; and again, the hydrogen atom, were soon analyzed within
POT [12, 16]. These systems could all be connected by the principle trace for-
mula for integrable systems given by Berry and Tabor [14]. At the same time,
semiclassical approximations were succesful in describing shell structures of dif-
ferent quantum many-body systems from atomic and nuclear physics [17, 18].
This was one motivation to also refine the POT further to classical chaotic sys-
tems. Studies of (super-) shell structures have now been undertaken in new
man-made systems: the abundance in atomic metal clusters [19], that have
been confirmed experimentally [20]; in solid state devices, like the conductance
of quantum wires [21, 22]; in weakly repulsive atomic Fermi gasses [23], and
pairing gaps of attractive Fermi gasses [24], nano-grains [25] and recently also
in triangular flakes of graphene [26].
In this article we treat a class of quantum systems of principal importance in
approximations, the isotropic perturbed harmonic oscillator (HO) in arbitrary
dimensions. We here present a TF for U (D) to O (D) symmetry breaking that
gives the gross structure of density of states (DOS), sometimes called the level
density, to leading order in ~−1 for the perturbed system and that recovers
the quantum mechanical TF in the limit of no perturbation to leading order in
~−1. The breaking of U (D) symmetry for collections of HOs can have future
relevance for many different applications, from nuclear physics and clusters, to
more recent systems with cold quantum gasses and graphene. Special cases
have been presented before: the quartically perturbed two-dimensional HO was
treated by Creagh in [27]; and the three-dimensional counterpart by Brack et
al. in [28]. The present treatment follows a similar perturbative technique as
pioneered by Creagh [27], but generalize the special case of quartic perturbation
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and also allows the treatment of arbitrary dimensions simultaneously.
2 The D-dimensional Harmonic Oscillator
We consider the Hamiltonian of the D-dimensional harmonic oscillator (HO),
as given by the following Hamiltonian function defined from the classical space
and momentum coordinates q,p ∈ RD
H0 (q,p) =
D∑
j=1
(
p2j
2m
+
1
2
mω2j q
2
j
)
. (1)
We consider an isotropic HO, ω ≡ ωj , j = 1, 2, ..., D, with unit mass, m = 1,
such that the characteristic length scale of the oscillator is R0 =
√
2E/ω.
2.1 Classical mechanics of the Harmonic Oscillator
From the Hamiltonian (1) we can deduce Hamilton’s equations, with solutions{
q˙ (t) = p (t)
p˙ (t) = −ω2q (t) ,
{
q (t) = q0 cos (ωt) +
p0
ω sin (ωt)
p (t) = p0 cos (ωt)− ωq0 sin (ωt) , (2)
where q0,p0 are constant vectors. The solutions are circles in some two-
dimensional hyper-plane of the (q,p) phase-space, which projects to ellipses in
the D-dimensional (q-) configuration space. Note that many different choices
of p0,q0 give rise to the same orbit. For a constant energy E = H0 (q0,p0) we
have from (1) and (2)
H0 (q(t),p(t)) =
1
2
(
|p0|2 + ω2 |q0|2
)
= E. (3)
That is, energy is conserved along orbits. Consequently the normalised solutions
(q(t)/R0, p(t)/ωR0) live on the unit sphere S2D−1 in phase-space.
Identifying R2D ' CD by z ∼ (q,p) with q = Re(z)/ω and p = −Im(z),
the Hamiltonian (1) can be rewritten to
H0(z) =
1
2
zT z. (4)
Here zT denotes transposition of the (column) vector z ∈ CD, and a bar
means complex conjugation. It then directly follows that the system has U(D)-
symmetry (invariant under the action of a D dimensional unitary matrix), since
given a matrix A ∈ U(D) we obtain from (4)
H0 (Az) =
1
2
Az
T
Az =
1
2
zTA
T
Az = H0 (z) . (5)
Now Hamilton’s equation and solution (2) simply reads
z˙ = iωz, z(t) = eiωtz0. (6)
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The formulation of the orbits in the phase-space are then simply
q(t) = Re
{
eiωtz0
}
/ω, p(t) = −Im{eiωtz0} , (7)
and an alternative real parametrisation to (2) is{
q(t) = R0 cos (ωt+ ν) , ν1, ..., νD ∈ [0, 2pi)
p(t) = q˙(t)
, (8)
where R0 =
(√
2E1/ω, ...,
√
2ED/ω
)
with E1 + ... + ED = E. We now choose
the initial time (e.g.) by setting ν1 = 0, such that we determine the initial values
of the first components of the phase-space coordinates to be q1(0) =
√
2E1/ω
and p1(0) = 0. Then the constant vector z0/ωR0 can be viewed as living in
the complex projective space
(
n1, n2e
iν2 , ..., nDe
iνD
) ∈ CPD−1 [29]. Here the
D − 1 complex parameters in CPD−1 corresponds to D − 1 real angles that
parametrise part of SD−1, i.e., for R0 > 0 we have n1, ..., nD ∈ [0, 1], with
n21 + ... + n
2
D = 1 due to the energy conservation, together with the D − 1
phase angles ν2, ..., νD ∈ [0, 2pi) remaining free when ν1 = 0. This explains
the background for the two possible alternative calculations outlined in [28] for
D = 3.
As mentioned earlier, many different choices of (q0,p0) leads to the same
orbits. As we will see the high dimensional symmetry allows the short mathe-
matical description of all orbits of the same energy. The discussion below will be
short and informal, as the details of the spaces and identifications we mention
are covered in standard literature on symplectic geometry and classical mechan-
ics, see for example [30]. According to (6), U(1) acts on solutions z(t) by time.
The remaining symmetry is hence SU(D) ' U(D)/U(1), corresponding to the
space of "special" unitary matrices of determinant one. As (6) also shows; an
orbit is completely contained in some complex "line" (a real two-dimensional
hyper-plane), which we without loss of generality might assume to be the line
spanned by the first complex coordinate. The group of matrices which fixes the
first coordinate of a vector while preserving the energy is U(D − 1). Removing
this symmetry finally gives us CPD−1 ' SU(D)/U(D − 1). So the space of all
solutions of the same energy can indeed be parametrized by the complex pro-
jective space, in agreement with the specific parametrisation (8) with ν1 fixed.
A dimension count shows that this yields exactly all of the solutions.
Finally, another way to describe this manifold of solutions, which will be
of particular use for us, is the following: (6) shows that S1 acts on the energy
sphere S2D−1 (H0 = E); the well known quotient space S2D−1/S1 ' CPD−1 is
realized by the famous Hopf map, which end up being a so-called Riemannian
submersion when equipping CPD−1 with the Fubini-Study (FS) metric [31].
Hence schematically it reads
(R2D, gR)
H0=E−−−−→ (S2D−1, gcan) (S1,piHopf )−−−−−−−→ (CPD−1, gFS). (9)
In local coordinates, this allows us to write the volume measure on S2D−1 as
dvolS2D−1 = dvolCPD−1dt (10)
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which will be used in sections 3.1 and 3.4. Here dvol is the Riemannian volume
form: the canonical choice of volume measure induced by the metric.
2.2 Trace formula for the HO
The well known quantum mechanical energy spectrum of the D-dimensional
harmonic oscillator is
En = ~ω (n+D/2) , n = 0, 1, 2, ..., (11)
where each energy has a degeneracy factor
dn =
(
n+D − 1
D − 1
)
=
1
(D − 1)!
D−1∏
j=1
(n+ j) . (12)
An energy spectrum can be expressed in the form of a trace formula for the
density of states (DOS) [11, 15, 16]
g (E) ≡ g¯ + δg = gETF (E) +
∑
γ
Aγ(E) cos
(
Sγ(E)
~
− µγ pi
2
)
. (13)
The first term in (13) g¯, is the extended Thomas-Fermi DOS [16, 32], which
is a smoothly varying function of energy. The second term, being built up by
the summation over classical periodic orbits γ with amplitudes Aγ , produce the
shell oscillations δg investigated semiclassically in this article. The frequencies
are determined by the classical actions Sγ for the orbits, while the phase is
determined by the so called Maslov index µγ [16].
Specifically for the isotropic HO in D dimensions, we can write the trace
formula representing the HO spectrum on a complex form to be used later
[16, 32]
g (E) =
1
~ω
1
(D − 1)!
D−1∏
j=1
(
E
~ω
− D
2
+ j
)
Re
{ ∞∑
k=−∞
(−1)Dke2piikE/~ω
}
, E > 0.
(14)
The above equation is identically equal to the HO spectrum when viewing it as
a train of delta spikes, each centered at the positions (11), and normalized to the
degeneracy factor (12). Moreover, the prefactor in (14), corresponding to the
k = 0 term, is equal to the extended Thomas-Fermi DOS [16, 32], i.e., the first
term in (13). Its leading term in ~−1 is the Thomas-Fermi DOS [13]. Moreover,
the exponent of the summand in (14) is in agreement with the classical action
of a primitive HO orbit being S0 = 2piE/ω, and the Maslov index of the HO
being zero [16].
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3 Perturbation of the Harmonic oscillator
In this article we consider perturbations to the HO of the form
∆H = ε |q|2α , α ∈ N, |q|2 =
D∑
j=1
q2j , (15)
where the small parameter ε has the dimension of E/R2α0 . From (1) and (15)
we obtain the full Hamiltonian under study here
H (q,p) = H0 + ∆H =
1
2
(
|p|2 + ω2 |q|2
)
+ ε |q|2α . (16)
Note that for the special case of quartic perturbation, α = 2, the Hamiltonian
(16) have been studied in two spatial dimensions (D = 2) in [27], and for D = 3
in [28]. In the present article we treat in detail an arbitrary even monomial
perturbation in |q|, in any dimension D, and in addition give an example of
a realistic polynomial perturbation for D = 3. The space of symmetries for
this Hamiltonian is the set of orthogonal matrices O(D), a smaller space than
U(D) for the unperturbed case. If we identify a solution with itself traversed
backwards, the symmetries reduces to SO(D), the set of orthogonal matrices of
determinant positive one. The resulting space SO(D)/SO(2) is not so simple
to describe, and the lack of an explicit solution to (16) makes it impossible to
completely describe the manifold of the constant energy solutions in the general
case.
3.1 Perturbative Trace Formula
We now turn our focus to the quantum mechanical energy spectrum of the
perturbed HO, with the goal to obtain a semiclassical trace formula for the
DOS of the Hamiltonian (16) within first order perturbation theory. Starting
from the HO trace formula (14) and including a complex modulation factorMk
in the sum, we define the perturbative trace formula to (16) according to [27]
gpert(E) ≡ (~ω)−D E
D−1
(D − 1)! Re
{ ∞∑
k=−∞
(−1)DkMke2piikE/~ω
}
, E > 0. (17)
The prefactor above only contains the leading order term in ~−1 of the extended
Thomas-Fermi DOS for the unperturbed HO, see the prefactor in (14), in accor-
dance with the order of the perturbative theory in use. The modulation factor
in (17) is generally defined according to [16, 27]
Mk (E, ε,D, α, ω) = 〈eik∆Sγ/~〉γ∈CPD−1 , (18)
where γ ranges over all classical periodic orbit of energy E for the unperturbed
HO, the last four variables are system dependent parameters. ∆S is the lowest
order term, with respect to ε, of the action in the perturbed system, see section
6
3.3. In the following we shall calculate this expression explicitly. Using the Hopf
map briefly described in section 2.1, ∆Sγ induces a map on S2D−1, given by
(∆Sγ ◦ piHopf). Notationally we shall not distinguish between the two. Notice
that ∆Sγ is constant on the fiber S1. Rewriting,
Mk = 1Vol(CPD−1)
ˆ
CPD−1
eik∆Sγ/~dvolFS
=
1
Vol(S1)Vol(CPD−1)
ˆ
S2D−1
eik∆Sγ/~dvolcan, (19)
where dvolFS is the Fubini-Study volume form, dvolcan is the volume form
of the canonical round metric on S2D−1, Vol(S1) = 2pi, and Vol(CPD−1) =
piD−1/ (D − 1)!. The spherical integral is significantly easier to compute, see
section 3.4.
3.2 Generalised angular momentum
To analyse the perturbed system, we will use conserved quantities. Since SO(D)
is a Lie group, i.e., a continuous group of symmetries, one can utilize Noether’s
theorem to directly compute conserved quantities. To this end we define a
generalised angular momentum operator L : RD × RD → RD(D−1)2 according to
L (q,p) = (. . . , pjqk − pkqj , . . . ), j, k = 1...D, j 6= k. (20)
That is, all combinations of the coordinates from q and p. Using Noether’s
theorem as given in [33], one can show that all the coordinates are conserved for
systems with SO(D) symmetry. Hence, this is just a generalization of the well
known situation where angular momentum is preserved in three dimensional
systems (D = 3) with the rotational symmetry expressed by SO(3) invariance.
Explicitly calculating the length of L from (20) reveals that the following identity
|L|2 = |q|2 |p|2 − (q · p)2 = |q|2 |p|2 (1− cos2 θ) = sin2 θ |q|2 |p|2 , (21)
generally holds, just as in the common case where q,p ∈ R3. Hence, we can
define the conserved total angular momentum in D dimensions as the area
spanned by q,p ∈ RD:
L ≡ |L| = sin θ |q| |p| , (22)
where θ is the angle between the two vectors q and p.
3.3 The perturbative action
We here concentrate on the perturbative classical action ∆Sγ , that occurs in
the exponent of (18).
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In order to obtain a scaling for the perturbative action, we consider the
following expansion
S =
˛
γ
pdq ∼ 4
ˆ R0
0
√
2E − ω2r2 − 2εr2αdr ' S0 + ∆S +O
(
ε2
)
=
2piE
ω
− ε2
α+1
√
piΓ
(
α+ 12
)
Eα
Γ (α+ 1)ω2α+1
+O (ε2) , (23)
i.e., with the curve γ corresponding to a classical diameter orbit. From the
above result, we define the following scale of the first order perturbative action
∆S to be used later
σα ≡ ε 2piE
α
ω2α+1
= ε
piR2α0
2α−1ω
, (24)
such that σα/~ is dimensionless.
According to the first order semiclassical perturbation theory given in [27],
we generally have
∆Sγ = −
˛
γ
∆Hdt = −ε
ˆ 2pi
ω
0
|q(t)|2α dt. (25)
In earlier work, were more specific perturbations have been treated, the cal-
culation of (25) have been performed with brute force methods. Involving for
example specific parametrisations of the periodic orbits on a hyper-sphere or
a complex projective space [28], depending on the dimension D. The inten-
tion here is to avoid these technical calculations and use a more geometrical
approach, independent of α and D. Ending with a reduced version of the trace
formula in (17), with an explicit dependence on the parameter space.
To compute the circulation integral (25) for classical periodic orbits q (t)
[such as (2) or (8)], consider a change of coordinates to a canonical form. As
discussed in section 2.1, the orbits are ellipses in the configuration space. Hence
for any orbit there exists an orthogonal change of coordinates, such that q (t)
can be written
q˜ (t) = [a cos(ωt), b sin(ωt), 0, ..., 0] , (26)
for some constants a, b ∈ R, see figure 1.
The energy and the total angular momentum are still conserved for the
perturbed Hamiltonian (16). Using (26) they are easily found to be
2E
ω2
= R20 = a
2 + b2,
L2
ω2
= a2b2. (27)
Solving for a and b in terms of the conserved quantities R0 and L yields
a2 =
R20
2
+
√
R40
4
− L
2
ω2
, b2 =
R20
2
−
√
R40
4
− L
2
ω2
. (28)
The action integral (25) calculated in the q˜-coordinates becomes
∆S = −ε
ˆ 2pi
ω
0
[
a2 cos2(ωt) + b2 sin2(ωt)
]α
dt. (29)
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q3, . . . , qn
q2
q1
q˜2
q˜1
Figure 1: Illustration of a coordinate system for which the orbits in configuration
space can be written on the form (26).
We substitute s = ωt and apply the Binomial theorem
∆S = − ε
ω
ˆ 2pi
0
α∑
k=0
(
α
k
)
a2k cos2k (s) b2α−2k sin2α−2k (s) ds. (30)
By a direct calculation using the formulas for trigonometric integrals in [38], we
obtain the following identity for 0 ≤ k ≤ α
1
2pi
ˆ 2pi
0
sin2α−2k (s) cos2k (s) ds =
(2k − 1)!! [2α− (2k + 1)]!!
(2α)!!
, (31)
where n!! is the double factorial of n (not to be confused with twice factorial
(n!)!). From (30) above
∆S = −2piε
ω
α∑
k=0
α!(2k − 1)!! [2α− (2k + 1)]!!
k!(α− k)! (2α)!! a
2kb2α−2k. (32)
For a more convenient notation, we define coefficients Ikα in (32), such that
∆S = −2piε
ω
α∑
k=0
Ikαa
2kb2α−2k, (33)
where we note that Ikα = Iα−kα . Due to this symmetry we can reduce the
expression (32), depending on whether α is even or odd. As we are interested in
integrating this expression over the orbits of the HO, we would like to use (27)
to rewrite this into an expression in R0 and L, since these are easily obtained
given a specific orbit. To this end let bxc denotes the floor of x, i.e., the largest
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integer fulfilling bxc ≤ x, and we can then write
∆S =
{
− 2piεω
∑bα/2c
k=0 I
k
α
(
a2kb2α−2k + a2α−2kb2k
)
, α odd,
− 2piεω
∑α/2−1
k=0 I
k
α
(
a2kb2α−2k + a2α−2kb2k
)
+ I
α/2
α aαbα , α even.
(34)
Here combinations of a2 and b2 can be replaced by the expressions in (28), such
that
a2kb2α−2k + a2α−2kb2k =
R2α0
2α
k∑
l=0
α−k∑
p=0
Kα,kl,p
(
1− 4L
2
ω2R40
) l+p
2
, (35)
with the constants
Kα,kl,p =
(
k
l
)(
α− k
p
)[
(−1)l + (−1)p
]
. (36)
The expression (35) is in fact a polynomial in the two constants of the motion,
R20 and L2. Observe that K
α,k
l,p = 0 if the parity of l and p is not the same.
Hence only terms in the double sum with l + p even will be non-zero. The last
term in (34), for α even is
aαbα =
Lα
ωα
. (37)
Defining a dimensionless angular momentum according to
L˜ ≡ 2L
ωR20
, (38)
and inserting (35) and (37) into (34), we can transform (33) into the form
∆S = −σα
bα/2c∑
j=0
ajL˜
2j , (39)
for some coefficients aj(α), which only depends on the order of the perturbation
α, but not on the spatial dimension D of the system, see table 1 for examples.
First, we can see that for α = 1, we have bα/2c = 0, such that ik∆S = 0 and
then (18) gives Mk ≡ 1 in any dimension D. Hence, the perturbative trace
formula (17) for the oscillating part of the DOS naturally give no information
about the frequency shift ωeff ≡
√
ω2 + 2ε of a harmonic perturbation [24].
The shift of the main HO levels can be taken into account by a (perturbative)
calculation of the smooth TF DOS of the system as outlined in appendix C
of [28]. Clearly Mk ≡ 1 also for ε = 0 by definition, and the corresponding
perturbed trace formula uniformly restores the unperturbed TF in the limit
|ε| → 0. As a non-trivial example, take α = 2, i.e., a quartic perturbation, to
obtain
∆S = −εpiR
4
0
4ω
(
3− 4L
2
ω2R40
)
= −σ2 1
2
(
3− L˜2
)
, (40)
with σ2 from (24) and L˜ from (38). This is in agreement with what have
implicitly been derived by Brack et. al. in three-dimensions [28] and by Craigh
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in two-dimensions [27]. However, the approach presented here has no limitations
for α in any dimension, such that for example α = 3 gives
∆S = −εpiR
6
0
8ω
(
5− 12L
2
ω2R40
)
= −σ3 1
2
(
5− 3L˜2
)
. (41)
We summarize the rest of the first ten cases in table 1. A pattern seem to
emerge, and in the general case we conjecture that the following identity holds
∆S = −σαL˜αPα
(
1
L˜
)
, (42)
where Pα denote the Legendre polynomial of order α. This provides an explicit
form of the coefficients aj in (39). We have not proven (42) but confirmed that
it holds for α ≤ 1000 with a CAS software. In section 3.5 the zeros of ∆S(L˜) will
be important, and we can then utilize that the zeros of Pα are well understood.
Table 1: Results for the perturbative action −∆S/σα =
∑bα/2c
j=0 ajL˜
2j , for a
monomial potential εr2α in arbitrary dimensions.
α = 4 α = 5
1
8
(
35− 30L˜2 + 3L˜4
)
1
8
(
63− 70L˜2 + 15L˜4
)
α = 6 α = 7
1
16
(
231− 315L˜2 + 105L˜4 − 5L˜6
)
1
16
(
429− 693L˜2 + 315L˜4 − 35L˜6
)
α = 8
1
128
(
6435− 12012L˜2 + 6930L˜4 − 1260L˜6 + 35L˜8
)
α = 9
1
128
(
12155− 25740L˜2 + 18018L˜4 − 4620L˜6 + 315L˜8
)
α = 10
1
256
(
46189− 109395L˜2 + 90090L˜4 − 30030L˜6 + 3465L˜8 − 63L˜10
)
3.4 Reduction of the modulation factor
Recall that we are holding E fixed (hence also R0), so only L changes in (39) as
γ varies in the family of fixed energy periodic orbits. In particular a so called
diameter orbit have L = 0, while the maximum of L is obtained for a circular
orbit, where a2 = b2 = R20/2, corresponding to zero radial momentum.
Now focusing on calculating the orbit invariant L(q0,p0), for the variables
(q0/R0,p0/ωR0) ∈ S2D−1, used in the spherical integral for the modulation
factor in (19). It will be beneficial to consider the sphere S2D−1 as the following
set
S2D−1 =
{[
cos
(ϕ
2
)
eq, sin
(ϕ
2
)
ep
]
| eq, ep ∈ SD−1, ϕ ∈ [0, pi]
}
. (43)
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e1 θ
Sn−1
Figure 2: Construction of Sn as a warped product of [0, pi]; a meridian, and
Sn−1 of radius sin(θ); a parallel.
Using (43), we can rewrite (22) according to
L (q,p) = ωR20 cos
(ϕ
2
)
sin
(ϕ
2
)
L (eq, ep)
=
ωR20
2
sin (ϕ)L (eq, ep) =
ωR20
2
sin (ϕ) sin (θ) , (44)
where θ is the angle between the two vectors eq and ep of unit length. That
is, taking a ∆S polynomial in L˜ from (40), (41), (42), or table 1, one should
interchange L˜→ sin (ϕ) sin (θ) to obtain the form to be used in this section.
Given an energy E, the integrand ofMk in (19), is now only dependent on
L (ϕ, θ) = |L|. The integration measure for the splitting of the sphere in (43),
is given by
dvolS2D−1 =
1
2D
sinD−1 (ϕ) dvoleqdvolepdϕ. (45)
To integrate over the two smaller spheres, we use the observation that in the
integrand, the only dependence of the variables is given by (44), and then only
the angle between eq and ep. With this in mind, consider Sn as the set
Sn =
{
cos(θ), sin(θ) e | e ∈ Sn−1, θ ∈ [0, pi]} , (46)
see figure 2 for an illustration. In the case of S2 this reduces to the usual
spherical coordinates. In the general case, the metric arising in this fashion
is called a warped product structure of Sn, see [34]. Notice that θ exactly
corresponds to the angle appearing in (44). The integration measure induced
by (46) is
dvolSn = sin
n−1(θ)dvolSn−1 . (47)
Collecting our results, with n = D− 1, yields the following double integral in ϕ
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and θ
Mk (E) = 2 (D − 1)
pi
ˆ pi/2
0
ˆ pi/2
0
sinD−1 (ϕ) sinD−2 (θ) eik∆S(ϕ,θ)/~dϕdθ, (48)
where
∆S (ϕ, θ) = −σα
bα/2c∑
j=0
aj sin
2j (ϕ) sin2j (θ) , (49)
according to (39) and (44). The pre-factor in (48) was obtained by evaluating
4
Vol(SD−1)Vol(SD−2)
2piVol(CPD−1)2D
=
2 (D − 1)
pi
, (50)
where the factor 4 to the left above is due to the reduction of the two remaining
upper integration limits that follows from the symmetry of the integrand.
In order to reduce (48) to a single integral we use new variables ` ∈ [0, 1]
and ϑ ∈ [0, pi/2], defined according to
` = sin(ϕ) sin(θ), cos(ϕ) =
√
1− `2 sin(ϑ). (51)
Simplifying the corresponding Jacobian to sin(ϕ)dϕdθ = d`dϑ, and using (42)
for ∆S(`), we are left with
Mk = (D − 1)
ˆ 1
0
`D−2e−ikσα`
αPα(
1
` )/~d`. (52)
Generally, exponentials of high orders, α ≥ 4, do not have known integrals.
Restricting the discussion for a moment to the case where aj = 0 for j ≥ 2, i.e.,
according to table 1, to perturbations with α = 2, 3. One can show that (52)
can be expressed with help of a generalized hypergeometric function pFq [35]
Mk = e−ik(a0+a1)σα/~
[
1 +
2z
D + 1
+
4z2 1F1
(
1; D+52 ; z
)
(D + 1) (D + 3)
]
, (53)
where the argument is z = ikσαa1/~.
As specific examples we give in table 2 the modulation factors valid for
perturbations with α = 2, 3 for different dimensions D = 2, 3, . . . , 7. For odd
dimensions D, the integral seem to always be expressible using elementary func-
tions, and for even D the error function (erf) can be used.
We note that the two-dimensional (D = 2) case was in [27] equivalently
expressed in terms of Fresnel integrals.
3.5 Stationary phase approximation
The perturbative POT in use in this article is valid to leading order in ~−1.
Therefore we promote an analytic alternative to numerical integration, in the
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Table 2: Modulation factorsMk according to (53), valid for the two monomial
potentials εr4 and εr6 in different dimensions D.
D = 2 D = 3
√
pi
2
erf
(√
ikσαa1
~
)
√
ikσαa1
~
e−ikσαa0/~ i~kσαa1
(
e−ikσα(a0+a1)/~ − e−ikσαa0/~)
D = 4
3i~
4kσαa1
2e−ikσα(a0+a1)/~ −√pi erf
(√
ikσαa1
~
)
√
ikσαa1
~
e−ikσαa0/~

D = 5
2~
k2σ2αa
2
1
(
[ikσαa1 + ~] e−ikσα(a0+a1)/~ − ~e−ikσαa0/~
)
D = 6
5~
8k2σ2αa
2
1
[4ikσαa1 + 6~] e−ikσα(a0+a1)/~ − 3√pi~ erf
(√
ikσαa1
~
)
√
ikσαa1
~
e−ikσαa0/~

D = 7
3~
k3σ3αa
3
1
([
ik2σ2αa
2
1 + 2~kσαa1 − 2i~2
]
e−ikσα(a0+a1)/~ + 2i~2e−ikσαa0/~
)
cases where the integral (52) can not be given explicitly, the stationary phase
approximation (SPA) to leading order in ~−1. A few such examples are evaluated
numerically in figure 3.
We can rewrite the integral (52) onto a standard form for Fourier integrals
(~ = 1/λ→ 0 in the classical limit), according to
Mk = (D − 1)e−ikσαa0/~
ˆ 1
0
f(`)eiλh(`)d`,
f(`) = `D−2, h(`) = −kσα
bα/2c∑
j=1
aj`
2j . (54)
It is now our purpose to discuss the asymptotic expansion (λ → ∞) according
to SPA [36]. The leading order contributions of the integral in (54), normally
comes from the stationary points `0 ∈ (0, 1), i.e., for which
∆S′(`) = −σα
bα/2c∑
j=1
2jaj`
2j−1 = 0. (55)
For the polynomials found in table 1, there are no stationary points within the
interval 0 < `0 ≤ 1, while for ` = 0 we trivially have ∆S′(`) = 0. Given that (42)
holds, this is true for all α. Since x0 ∈ (−1, 1) for all zeroes x0 of the Legendre
polynomials Pα(x), it follows from the Gauss-Lucas theorem that the zeros z0
of P ′α(z) also satisfy z0 ∈ (−1, 1), hence P ′α(1/`0) = 0 implies `0 /∈ [−1, 1]. The
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zeros are also simple, i.e. P ′′α (z0) 6= 0. Using the recurrence relations for the
Legendre polynomials, we find that (55) simplifies to
∆S′(`) = −σαα`α−1Pα
(
1
`
)
− σα`αP ′α
(
1
`
)
= σα`
α−1P ′α−1
(
1
`
)
= 0. (56)
Hence, the only stationary point within the interval of the integral ` ∈ [0, 1]
is `0 = 0 coming from the factor `α−1 in the last part of (56). This means
we can focus the asymptotic approximation of the integral in (54) onto the
boundary points ` = 1 (` = 0), which gives so called upper- (and lower-) end-
point corrections [36] I`, such that
Mk ' (D − 1)e−ikσαa0/~ (I1 + I0) . (57)
Let us stress that this situation is atypical for most potentials that are treated
within POT, where stationary points corresponds to so called rational tori [14].
However, it was confirmed for the three-dimensional (D = 3) quartic perturbed
(α = 2) HO in [28], that the leading order contributions came from those end-
point corrections also in the exact trace formula. The end-point corrections
could then be interpreted as corresponding to the classical diameter- (` = 0)
and circular- (` = 1) periodic orbits.
For the upper integration limit ` = 1 (maximal angular momenta), we have
f(`) = 1 and h′(`) 6= 0 in (54), such that the upper end-point contributes with
a term [36]
I1 ≡ − if(1)
λh′(1)
eiλh(1) =
i~
kσα
∑bα/2c
j=1 2jaj
e−ikσα
∑bα/2c
j=1 aj/~. (58)
The lower integration limit ` = 0 (minimal angular momenta) needs special
attention for D ≥ 3, since, first we then have f(`) = 0, secondly it is a stationary
point, i.e., h′(`) = 0. In this case this lower end-point contributes with a leading
order term
I0 ≡
ˆ ∞
0
`D−2e−ikσαa1`
2/~d` =
Γ
(
D−1
2
)
2
(
~
kσαa1
)D−1
2
e−i(D−1)
pi
4 . (59)
Hence, from (57), (58), and (59) we can finally conclude that the asymptotic
form of the modulation factor as obtained from SPA for an arbitrary even mono-
mial perturbation to a harmonic oscillator in D ≥ 2 dimensions is
Mk ' (D − 1) i~e−ikσαa0/~×([
e−ikσα
∑bα/2c
j=1 aj/~
kσα
∑bα/2c
j=1 2jaj
+O (~)
]
+
Γ
(
D−1
2
)
2~
(
~
kσαa1
)D−1
2
e−i(D+1)
pi
4
)
. (60)
We observe that the SPA gives the exact integral in the D = 3 and α = 2, 3
cases, see table 2, since then the only two terms are both of order ~. For D = 2
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the circular orbit (∝ eik∆S(1)/~) is suppressed by a factor √~, while for D ≥ 4
the diameter orbit (∝ eik∆S(0)/~) is suppressed. From the exact integrals in
table 2 it is seen that the next to leading order ~−1 corrections of the circular
orbit terms dominate the ~−1 order of the leading diameter term already for
D > 5. Further on, we can see from the cases in table 2, that (60) then seems to
exactly reproduce the leading order circular term in any dimension, while the
diameter term from (60) seems exact only in odd dimensions.
More important, the formula (60) is certainly not restricted only to α = 2, 3,
and we report on a few numerically investigated cases in figure 3.
3.6 Applications with radially symmetric polynomial per-
turbations
Following the same procedure as leading from (25) to (39) but forN perturbative
terms, it is straightforward to consider the more general polynomial perturba-
tions
∆H =
N∑
j=1
εj |q|2αj . (61)
We briefly discuss one such realistic example here, and hope future readers can
apply it to different perturbations within their own field of study. Motivated
by the mean-field description of weakly interacting fermions in a harmonic trap
[24, 37], the perturbation in D = 3 dimensions is here proportional to a mean-
field interaction parameter |U0|  1 times the following particle density in the
Thomas-Fermi approximation
ρTF = ρ0
(
1− r
2
R2TF
)3/2
' ρ0
(
1− 3
2
r2
R2TF
+
3
8
r4
R4TF
+
1
16
r6
R6TF
+ ...
)
. (62)
We then consider the perturbative semiclassical action for a HO, with a mod-
ified trap frequency ωeff =
√
ω2 + 3U0ρ0/R2TF due to the second term in (62),
according to the contributions from the two last terms in (62)
∆S = − U0ρ0
16R6TF
ˆ 2pi
ω
0
(
6R2TF
[
a2 cos2(ωt) + b2 sin2(ωt)
]2
+
[
a2 cos2(ωt) + b2 sin2(ωt)
]3)
dt. (63)
Hence, from the linearity of the integral, we have using (39) that
∆S (`) = −U0ρ0piR
4
0
32ωR4TF
[
36 +
5R20
R2TF
−
(
12 +
3R20
R2TF
)
`2
]
. (64)
The fact that there is only one non-constant term in (64), is in agreement with
an alternative perturbative semiclassical analysis for this mean-field potential
performed using WKB wavefunctions [32, 37]. In particular this also means that
the exact modulation factor is straightforward to obtain analytically in analogy
to the case for D = 3 in table 2. Finally we stress that similar polynomial
perturbations can be constructed (e.g.) with the help of table 1.
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Figure 3: Numerical evaluation of the modulation factor from the stationary
phase approximation. The panels shows |Mk=1| as a function of σα/~ for nine
different cases of the dimension and the order of the perturbative potential
(physical parameters are set to unity). Solid curves shows results from SPA
(60), while thin black dashed curves shows the modulation factors calculated
numerically from (52). We have observed that the modulation factors calculated
from SPA are generally indistinguishable from the numerical results in the ~→ 0
limit. For the two rows with the lowest perturbative potentials illustrated here
(α = 2, 4) this happens already during the first oscillation. An exception is the
D = 3, α = 2 panel, which is one of the cases where SPA is exact (see table 2).
The fact that |Mk=1| = 0 in each oscillation also signals a super-shell structure
for this case, as observed in [24, 28]. When the order of the perturbation is
increased substantially (α = 10), the results from SPA are no longer close to
the exact even after several oscillations (lowest row).
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4 Final trace formulae
Combining (17) and (52) we can generally write the exact perturbative trace
formula on the following compact form
gpert(E) ' E
D−1
(D − 2)! (~ω)D
Re
{ ∞∑
k=−∞
(−1)Dk
ˆ 1
0
`D−2e−ikσα`
αPα(
1
` )/~d` eikS0/~
}
,
(65)
where S0 = 2piE/ω, and the role of the order α of the perturbative potential
εr2α enters through the polynomial in the exponent, see table 1 for examples.
For quartic- and sextic-perturbations (α = 2, 3), the one-dimensional Fourier
integral in (65) can be expressed by the generalised hypergeometric function of
(53), see table 2 for examples.
Finally, in all cases we can approximate the Fourier integral in (65) with
SPA (60) such that the modulation factor only contains the leading order ~−1
contributions for the diameter- and circular-orbits respectively in elementary
functions.
4.1 Super-shell structures
The cases D = 3 and α = 2, 3 (including the polynomial application discussed
in section 3.6) is special, since, according to table 2, the modulation factor then
only have two terms, both of the same order in ~. We now use the D = 3 case
of table 2 to calculate Re
{∑∞
k=−∞(−1)kMkeikS0/~
}
from (17), for which we
obtain (excluding the k = 0 term)
2~
σαa1
∞∑
k=1
(−1)k
k
{
sin
(
k
~
[S0 − σαa0]
)
− sin
(
k
~
[S0 − σα (a0 + a1)]
)}
. (66)
As first reported in [24] (for α = 2 and with a spin-factor of 2), this allows us
to use trigonometric identities to write the trace formula for the oscillating part
of the DOS on a factorised form
δgpert (E) ' ω
2(α−1)E2−α
piεa1~2
∞∑
k=1
(−1)k
k
cos
(
k
~
[
S0 − σα
(
a0 +
a1
2
)])
sin
(
kσαa1
2~
)
.
(67)
From (40) and (41) we see that 2a0 = 3(5) and 2a1 = −1(−3) for α = 2(3). In
both cases the dimension of (67) is E−1 as it should for the DOS. It is clear from
the second factor in (67) that we have a prominent super-shell structure here,
with so called super-shell nodes (i.e., where the envelope of δg (E) is zero) when
the argument of the sine is a multiple s = 1, 2, . . . of pi, i.e., with the super-shell
nodes nS (main HO quantum number) given for α = 2 by [32]
ns =
E
~ω
=
√
2sω3
|ε|~ , (68)
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Figure 4: Numerical illustration of the trace formulae for the gross structure
of the oscillating part of the density of states. The panels shows the |k| = 1
terms of δgpert as a function of E/~ω, calculated from (65) with a Gaussian
quadrature which is effective for moderate values of σα/~. For the two cases
D = 3 and α = 2, 3, we have in addition confirmed the validity of (67). In those
two panels the analytic super-shell nodes given by (68) and (69) predicts the
strength of the perturbation to be used in the α = 2, 3 rows, for (e.g.) ns = 40,
to be ε = 1.25 · 10−3 and ε = 1.1 · 10−5, respectively. For the last (α = 4) row
we chose ε = 1.25 · 10−7. A local numerical investigation showed that only the
two cases D = 3 and α = 2, 3 have prominent super-shell structure, i.e., where
the amplitude of the envelope disappears in the super-shell nodes, while in for
example the panel D = 3 and α = 4 a tiny amplitude of the envelope remains
(compare with the central panel of figure 3). We observe that the amplitudes of
the shell oscillations are increasing by approximately a factor of ten when the
spatial dimension is increased.
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and for α = 3 by
ns =
E
~ω
= 3
√
2sω4
3|ε|~2 . (69)
In figure 4 we illustrate the super-shell structure, and in particular the super-
shell nodes (68) and (69), for the (D = 3) cases α = 2, 3, as opposed to (e.g.)
the case α = 4. Be aware that using the SPA for small values of σα/~ can
also generate false super-shell nodes, e.g., for D = 4 and α = 2 (compare upper-
right panel of figure 3). Let us finally stress that the results presented in the two
panels D = 2, 3 and α = 2 in figure 4 agrees with earlier work published in [27]
and [28] respectively. In the latter D = 3 case the validity of the analytic result
presented here have then implicitly also been checked against the DOS calculated
numerically from the corresponding Schrödinger equation [28]. It is important
to mention that due to the restriction in the orbits included in the perturbative
trace formula, it does not converge to the full semiclassical (EBK) spectrum
for spherical systems, i.e., where individual energy levels can be labelled by two
quantum numbers. It rather gives the smooth DOS within each energyband of
the main HO quantum shells (see figure 5 of the next section), and it marks the
start- (lmin) and end-point (lmax) of such a band [32].
4.2 Comparison with the density of states from EBK the-
ory
As an alternative numerical semiclassical analysis for the monomial poten-
tials, we here briefly present results for the density of states obtain from (non-
perturbative) EBK energies En,l (D,α, ε, ω) [16, 39]. In order to perform a rel-
evant numerical comparison with the perturbative trace formulae for the gross
structure of the DOS, we need to convolute the EBK energies with a normalised
Gaussian of width w [16]
gEBK (E) =
1
w
√
pi
∑
n,l
(2l +D − 2) (l +D − 3)!
(D − 2)! l! e
−[E−En,l(D,α,ε,ω)]2/w2 . (70)
The pre-factor in the summand above gives the l-degeneracy for radially sym-
metric systems, e.g., it is 2l + 1 for D = 3. We can then obtain the oscillating
part of the EBK DOS, i.e. δgEBK = gEBK− g¯, by subtracting the Thomas-Fermi
DOS of the potential in (16). For g¯ we here use the expression for the classical
orbits of length zero introduced by Berry and Mount in [13], which is in the
following formulated for radially symmetric monomial perturbations to the HO
in D spatial dimensions (m = 1)
g¯ (E) =
(
2pi~2
)−D/2 ˆ rmax
0
2piD/2
[Γ (D/2)]
2
[
E − 1
2
ω2r2 − εr2α
]D/2−1
rD−1dr.
(71)
The upper integration limit rmax in (71) is the classical turning point of the
potential in (16) and hence is a real positive solution to the depressed polynomial
equation r2α + ω2/ (2ε) r2 − E/ε = 0.
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Figure 5: Numerical comparison of the Gaussian-averaged perturbative trace
formulae and the DOS of the non-perturbative EBK spectra. The panels are
oriented as in figure 4 with the same values for ε. Solid thin black curves
shows the DOS of the trace formulae (72), while gray thick dashed curves in
the background shows the corresponding EBK results obtained from (70) and
(71). For the case D = 3 and α = 2 the Gaussian-averaged DOS of a non-
perturbative trace formula from [28] have also been plotted with sparse gray
dots. The Gaussian-averaged width is w = 0.1 in all cases (physical parameters
are set to unity).
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In analogy with (70), the perturbative trace formula (65) is averaged with
the same width w according to [16]
δgpert(E) ' E
D−1
(D − 2)! (~ω)D
Re
∑
k 6=0
(−1)Dke−[wkT0/(2~)]2
ˆ 1
0
`D−2e−ikσα`
αPα(
1
` )/~d` eikS0/~
 ,
(72)
where the omitted k = 0 term in (72) corresponds to the substraction of the
smooth Thomas-Fermi DOS. The damping factor in (72) suppress the contri-
butions of large |k| terms and T0 = 2pi/ω is the period of the unperturbed
HO.
In figure 5 we have plotted δgEBK in addition to the results of the semi-
classical trace formulae δgpert for |k| ≤ 10 and they compare well for weak
perturbations, i.e. for small ε and/or E. Qualitatively the results from our
comparisons agree with the investigation for the case D = 3 and α = 2 un-
dertaken in [28], where it was found that the beating pattern occur earlier for
the perturbative trace formula, see figure 3 in [28]. For the particular case in
[28] it was also derived a non-perturbative uniform trace formula based on EBK
theory. We have plotted the corresponding result of this uniform trace formula
with dots on top of the curve for δgEBK in the upper-mid-subfigure of figure 5.
5 Summary
As Bohr discovered 100 years ago, one can obtain information about a quan-
tum system by study its classical counterpart. We present a calculation of the
gross structure of the quantum mechanical density of states in the form of a
perturbative semiclassical trace formula. We have generalised earlier work of
Creagh [27] and Brack et al. [28], in order to handle a D-dimensional harmonic
oscillator perturbed by an arbitrary monomial potential. The leading order
perturbative classical action was found to be an even polynomial in a scaled
angular momentum (39). These polynomials (table 1) are independent of the
spatial dimension, and they have a simple representation (42) with help of the
well known Legendre polynomials. Utilizing the equivalence between averaging
the classical periodic orbits over a n = 2D − 1 dimensional sphere Sn, and a
complex n = D−1 dimensional projective space CPn, we obtained the modula-
tion factor for the perturbed trace formula. This high dimensional integral (19)
was then reduced to a one-dimensional Fourier integral (52). For the two lowest
orders of perturbative monomial potentials (e.g., coming from the leading order
of Taylor expansions of more general potentials) the modulation factor was even
calculated exactly (53). In odd dimensions, this modulation factor may be given
in elementary functions (table 2). In any dimension and perturbation, employ-
ing the stationary phase approximation, (60) gives the leading order term of
the modulation factor (figure 3) which is sufficient for the perturbative periodic
orbit theory presented. In particular, this result can explain the occurrence
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of super-shell structures (figure 4), seen earlier for the quartic perturbed three-
dimensional (D = 3) harmonic oscillator [28]. A prominant super-shell structure
will occur for quartic- and sextic-perturbations (α = 2, 3), when there are only
two terms of the same order in ~ in the modulation factor. In these cases the
perturbative trace formula can be written in the form of only one sine-function
for the slow envelope modulation, multiplied with one cosine-function for the
fast beating modulation (67).
Our main results are that the classical diameter- and circular-periodic orbits
are responsible for the gross quantum-shell structure for radially symmetric
polynomial perturbations to the D-dimensional harmonic oscillator and that
the resulting semiclassical trace formulae have been explicitly derived to leading
order in ~−1. Finally, the perturbative trace formulae have been numerically
compared with non-perturbative EBK theory for small perturbations (figure 5).
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